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a b s t r a c t

The traditional integer order proportional-integral-differential (IO-PID) controller is sensitive to the

parameter variation or/and external load disturbance of permanent magnet synchronous motor

(PMSM). And the fractional order proportional-integral-differential (FO-PID) control scheme based on

robustness tuning method is proposed to enhance the robustness. But the robustness focuses on the

open-loop gain variation of controlled plant. In this paper, an enhanced robust fractional order

proportional-plus-integral (ERFOPI) controller based on neural network is proposed. The control law

of the ERFOPI controller is acted on a fractional order implement function (FOIF) of tracking error but

not tracking error directly, which, according to theory analysis, can enhance the robust performance of

system. Tuning rules and approaches, based on phase margin, crossover frequency specification and

robustness rejecting gain variation, are introduced to obtain the parameters of ERFOPI controller.

And the neural network algorithm is used to adjust the parameter of FOIF. Simulation and experimental

results show that the method proposed in this paper not only achieve favorable tracking performance,

but also is robust with regard to external load disturbance and parameter variation.

Crown Copyright & 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives play a
vitally important role in high performance motion control appli-
cations. The field-oriented control, or vector control, is used in the
design of PMSM servo drives to achieve smooth starting and
acceleration. Unfortunately, several electromechanical para-
meters variations (due to temperature variation, saturation and
skin effects) and external load disturbances in practical applica-
tions lead to degradation of the drive performance [1]. In order to
address these drawbacks, several advanced control techniques
have been developed in recent years. Neural network and fuzzy
control algorithm are used in [2], whereas some experience in
designing the fuzzy controller are required. An adaptive approach
can also be used to enhance the robustness of the control scheme
[3]. However, the converging time of this control approach is
rather long. It is difficult to apply in real-time system. A dis-
turbance observer is developed in [4] to improve the robustness
of PMSM. But the compensation is confined to voltage disturbance
and dead time.

Due to the simplicity and effectiveness, the PID controller is
widely used in the control of PMSM [5–7]. However, it is sensitive
to the parameters variations and external disturbances. Using the
differentiation and integration of fractional order or non-integer
order PID in systems control is gaining more and more interests
from the systems control community. The PIrDu controller was
proposed in [8], where a better control performance was demon-
strated in comparison with the classical IO-PID controller because
of extra real parameters r and u involved. Several fractional-order
controllers based on tuning approaches are actively developed in
the last two years [9–12]. Research activities are focused on
developing new analysis and parameters tuning methods for
fractional order controllers as an extension of classical control
theory. However, these design schemes are restricted to the
robustness with to open-loop gain variation of system. And the
disadvantage of the FO-PID controller is its poor capacity in
dealing with system uncertainties (such as external disturbances).

The parameters tuning of IO-PID and FO-PID controller are
rather difficult. Herein many tuning approaches are developed to
improve the control performance. A revised Ziegler–Nichols Tun-
ing Rule is proposed in [13], however, it does not take distur-
bances into account. Some tuning rules based phase margin and
crossover are developed in [9,14,15], but this tuning method is
difficult to find the suitable performance index for given phase
margin and crossover. An advanced tuning method based Genetic
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Algorithm (GA) is proposed in [16], however, the iterating time is
rather long. Ali Fadaei and Karim Salahshoor proposed a fuzzy
adaptive auto-tuning scheme [17], but the building of fuzzy
inference system requires some experience and knowledge.

It is the motivation of this study to achieve the favorable
performance by proposed an enhanced robust fractional order PI
(ERFOPI) control approach for PMSM drive system, even when
stringent dynamic specifications(such as parameters variations
and external load disturbances) are met. In this paper, the ERFOPI
controller is designed based on the vector control for the velocity-
loop of PMSM. And the control law acts on an FOIF of system
state, but not tracking error directly. Then, a simple tuning
method based on phase margin and crossover frequency is
provided to obtain the parameters of the controller. And the
neural network identification algorithm is used to adjust the gain
of FOIF. The contributions of this paper are that an FOIF is
designed for the ERFOPI control law, which is robustness rejecting
parameters variations and external load disturbances, and suc-
cessfully apply the control scheme in velocity-loop control
of PMSM.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In Section
2, the dynamics of field-oriented PMSM servo drive is presented.
In Section 3, an ERFOPI controller including control law and FOIF
is designed. In Section 4, the parameters tuning methods for
obtaining the parameters of ERFOPI controller and adjusting the
gain of FOIF are given. In Section 5, the robust performance with
regard to parameters variations and external disturbances and
converging characteristic are analyzed. Simulations and experi-
ments are carried out to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method in Section 6. Concluding remarks are made in Section 7.

2. Dynamics of field-oriented PMSM servo drive

The mathematics model of a PMSM can be described in the
rotor rotating reference frame as follows [4]:

un
q ¼ Rsi

n

qþ
_lqþofld

un

d ¼ Rsi
n

dþ
_ld�oflq

lq ¼ Lqinq

ld ¼ LdindþLmdIdf

of ¼ npon
r

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

ð1Þ

where un
d, un

q are the d, q-axis stator voltages; ind,inq are the d, q-axis
stator currents; ld,lq are the d, q-axis stator flux linkages; Ld,Lq are
the d, q-axis stator inductances. While of and on

r are the inverter
frequency and rotor speed respectively; Lmd is the d-axis mutual
inductance; Idf is the equivalent d-axis magnetizing current; np is
the number of pole pairs; Rs is the stator resistance.

The electric torque is stated as

Te ¼ 3nP½LmdIdf inqþðLd�LqÞi
n

qind�=2 ð2Þ

Motor dynamics is presented as

Te ¼ J _orþBmorþTl ð3Þ

where Tl is the load torque, Bm is the viscous friction coefficient,
and J is the moment of inertia.

By using the field-oriented mechanism with in d ¼0, the
electric torque can be simplify as

Te ¼ kpinq

kp ¼ 3npLmdIdf =2

)
ð4Þ

where inq denotes as the ERFOPI controller output (iq).

Substituting (3) into (4), one can obtain state equation of servo
drive:

_or ¼�aorþbiq�c

a¼ Bm

J , b¼ kp

J , c¼ Tl

J

9=
; ð5Þ

Considering the uncertainties and time-varying parameters,
Eq. (5) can be rearranged:

_or ¼�ðaþDaÞorþðbþDbÞiq�ðcþDcÞ ð6Þ

where Da, Db, Dc are the time-varying value of the system
parameters.

The control problem is to find a suitable control input inqðtÞ

such that the output tracks a desired command asymptotically in
the presence of model uncertainties. The tracking error
e(t),e(t)AR, in terms of the command input signalon

r ðtÞ,on
r ðtÞAR,

and the measured actual output signalor(t),or(t)AR is defined as

eðtÞ ¼on

r ðtÞ�orðtÞ ð7Þ

The time derivative of e(t) is

_eðtÞ ¼�aeðtÞ�biqðtÞþfðtÞþdðtÞ

fðtÞ ¼ aon
r ðtÞþcðtÞþ _?on

rðtÞ

dðtÞ ¼DaorðtÞ�DbiqðtÞþDcðtÞ

9>=
>; ð8Þ

where d(t)is lumped uncertainty and assume 9d(t)9 r O, OARþ .

3. Design of ERFOPI controller

The control objective is to get the speed or(t) to track the
specific speed on

r(t). It means that the control objective is
required to drive the tracking error (e(t)) asymptotically to zero
for any arbitrary initial conditions and uncertainties.

In traditional integer or fractional order PI controller, the
control effort is acted on the tracking error (e(t)). In this study,
the control input is expanded to an FOIF(s) with regard to the
tracking error, defined as

sðeðtÞÞ ¼ ksieðtÞþ0D1-r
t eðtÞ ð9Þ

Where kisARþ and 0Dr
t ð:Þ is fractional derivative, defined as

0Dr
t f ðtÞ ¼

1
Gðn�rÞ

R t
0

f ðnÞðtÞ
ðt�tÞrþ 1�n dt, n�1oron

dn

dtn f ðtÞ, r¼ n

8<
: ð10Þ

where G(z) is the Gamma function with the definition as
GðzÞ ¼

R1
0 tz�1e�t dt.

Here, the following fractional order proportional-plus-integral
control(FOPI) law is adopted:

iqðtÞ ¼ kpðsðeðtÞÞþki0D-r
t sðeðtÞÞÞ ð11Þ

where kp,kiARþ ,0D-r
t sðeðtÞÞ is a rth order integral operator. It is

focused on 0oro1 in this paper.

4. Parameters tuning

4.1. Tuning rules for FOPI control law

Consider the ideal condition (dðtÞ ¼ 0, Tl ¼ 0), one can deduce
the transfer function of simplified motor model for velocity-loop
from Eq. (8) as follows:

PðsÞ ¼
b

sþa
¼

K

Tsþ1
K ¼ b=a,T ¼ 1=a ð12Þ
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